Abstract. Counter-examples to the famous conjecture of Carathéodory, as well as the bound on umbilic index proposed by Hamburger, are constructed with respect to Riemannian metrics that are arbitrarily close to the flat metric on Euclidean 3-space.
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Isolated Umbilic Points
Let (M 3 , g) be a smooth Riemannian 3-manifold and S a smoothly embedded surface in M . The second fundamental form at a point, being a symmetric matrix, has two real eigenvalues, the principal curvatures. The umbilic points, where the principal curvatures are equal, are generically isolated, and away from them, the associated eigen-directions form a pair of orthogonal line fields on S.
The eigen-directions determine the (unoriented) principal foliations on S, which have singularities at the umbilic points. For an isolated umbilic point p ∈ S there is a well-defined half-integer index Ind (p) ∈ Z/2 determined by the winding number of the principal foliation around the umbilic point.
In classical surface theory, where (M 3 , g) = (R 3 , g 0 ), g 0 being the flat Euclidean metric, surfaces which are umbilic at every point can be proven to be pieces of either a round sphere or a flat plane [20] . At the other extreme, isolated umbilic points have many mysterious properties.
Isolated umbilic points are the quarks of classical surface theory -they are contained on a string (a surface in R 3 ), come in different flavours (the half-integer index) and are never seen alone in R 3 , at least on strictly convex surfaces (the Carathéodory Conjecture).
In addition, the distinction between smoothness and real analyticity of a surface can be intimately related to its isolated umbilic points, as has been observed from both a dynamic [10] and a stationary [18] [19] [20] perspective. This paper demonstrates the failure of both the classical Carathéodory Conjecture and Hamburger's index bound on umbilic points when the metric is not flat, even for metrics arbitrarily close to Euclidean.
Recall that the infamous Carathéodory Conjecture asserts that a smooth strictly convex topological 2-sphere in Euclidean 3-space must have at least two umbilic points. Of course, if all of the umbilic points are isolated, the sum of the indices is the Euler characteristic of the 2-sphere χ(S) = 2, so there must be at least one umbilic point. If a 2-sphere had only one umbilic, its index would be 2 and so the Conjecture rules out spheres in which the principal foliation is that of, say, the standard dipole [23] .
Hamburger proposed establishing the Carathéodory Conjecture by proving the stronger local bound Ind (p) ≤ 1 on the index of any isolated umbilic point [15] . In the case of real analytic surfaces, Hamburger established this bound [16] [17] . Subsequent published work sought unsuccessfully to simplify this proof [4] [22] [28]-for a recent contribution see [21] . Later, this proposed index bound was attributed to Löwner [24] , but we will refer to it here as Hamburger's local index bound.
Much subsequent research on the Conjecture has focused on this local index bound [1] [11]- [14] [25]- [27] [29] . Counter-examples which are not C 2 -smooth have been constructed [2] [3], and related results discussed in [5] .
One of the difficulties is that it has been unclear where exactly the problem lies: geometry, analysis or even topology. The proof of the Conjecture in [6] provides the answer: geometry. The proof hinges on the size of the Euclidean group and its action on the space of oriented geodesics. This is also behind the global to local argument that proves the index bound Ind(p) < 2 [7] , although this inequality has a topological nature.
In the above proof, the size of the isometry group implies that a certain related elliptic boundary value problem is Fredholm regular when there is only one umbilic point on a closed convex 2-sphere. This fact has been generalized to other similar elliptic boundary value problems in plane bundles, as long as there is a transitive isometric action [8] .
The final ingredient of the proofs of both global and local versions given in [6] and [7] is mean curvature flow with boundary in co-dimension two [9] . This is used to construct solutions of the elliptic boundary value problem and prove the existence of co-kernel, contradicting Fredholm regularity. It is however conceivable that the existence of holomorphic discs could be established by some PDE method other than mean curvature flow. In any event, the existence of co-kernel is sufficient to preclude a convex 2-sphere with a single umbilic point.
In the present paper we explore further the contention that it is geometry that lies at the heart of the Conjecture. From this view-point, there is no reason to believe that the Carathéodory Conjecture holds for a generic Riemannian 3-manifold, even ones close to the Euclidean metric, as they do not have sufficient isometries to fix a point. This would explain the subtlety and depth of the problem.
We demonstrate that this is indeed the case, by constructing counter-examples which show that neither the Carathéodory Conjecture nor the local index bound of Hamburger need hold for non-flat metrics, even ones that are arbitrarily close to the Euclidean metric g 0 .
In detail, it is proven that isolated umbilic points of any index can be realized on surfaces in near-Euclidean metrics: Theorem 1. For all ǫ > 0 and k ∈ Z, there exists a smooth Riemannian metric g on R 3 and a smooth embedded surface S ⊂ R 3 such that (A1) S has an isolated umbilic point of index k,
where . is the L 2 norm on R 3 with respect to the flat metric g 0 .
Turning to the global Carathéodory Conjecture it is proven that Theorem 2. For all ǫ > 0, there exists a smooth Riemannian metric g on R 3 and a smooth strictly convex 2-sphere S ⊂ R 3 such that (A2) S has a single umbilic point,
The metrics g are obtained by perturbing the Euclidean metric as follows. Fix a totally umbilic surface in flat R 3 -a plane for Theorem 1 and a round sphere for Theorem 2. The Euclidean metric is deformed, leaving the surface fixed, in such a manner that the induced metric on S is preserved.
This means that the curvature introduced by the ambient metric, through the Gauss equation, deforms only the second fundamental form of S. The perturbations are sufficient to control the principal foliation of S and can be scaled arbitrarily C 0 close to the flat metric. Bump functions with support in a collared neighbourhood of the surface can then be used to bring the metric L 2 close to g 0 . This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we give the geometric background for the computations that follow. Theorem 1 is proven in Section 3, while Section 4 contains the proof of Theorem 2. The two appendices contain the REDUCE computer algebra code to verify all calculations.
The Second Fundamental Form
Suppose that S is a smooth oriented surface in a Riemannian 3-manifold (M 3 , g). Choose an orthonormal frame {e 0 , e 1 , e 2 } along S adapted to the surface in that e 0 is a unit normal, while e 1 and e 2 are unit tangent vectors to S. Clearly this is only well-defined up to a rotation about the normal, which, if we introduce complex null frames
is given by (e + , e − ) → (e iθ e + , e −iθ e − ). At a point p ∈ S the second fundamental form Π :
where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection of g.
The second fundamental form can be projected onto the basis (e + , e − ) which span T p S, and its three real components become encoded in the quantities
where σ is complex-valued and ρ is real-valued. The geometric significance of these for surface theory is the following:
where κ 1 , κ 2 are the principal curvatures of S. The quantity σ is called the shear or astigmatism and it vanishes at umbilic points. The quantity ρ is, up to a constant multiple, the mean curvature of S. The argument of σ determines the principal directions, as measured against the complex null frame. In particular, if S is given in local coordinates (z,z) about the origin, and σ = Hz nzm for n, m ∈ N and H(z,z) a real non-zero function, then the origin would be an isolated umbilic point of index (m − n)/2.
Hamburger's local index bound
In this section we prove Theorem 1 by showing that every index can be realized by umbilic points on surfaces in certain Riemannian metrics close to the Euclidean metric.
For all ǫ > 0 and each k ∈ Z/2, a smooth Riemannian metric g on R 3 and smoothly embedded surfaces S ⊂ R 3 will be constructed such that
Consider the following metric g defined
where β : R 2 → C is a smooth function. This has the following properties:
Proof. A straightforward computation shows that
which implies the first statement. The L 2 norm . is defined with respect to the flat metric g 0 , which means that
where, in coordinates with summation convention,
The result then follows from verifying that
Now consider the plane S in R 3 given by t = 0. Clearly the metric g restricted to this surface is flat since the induced metric is simply dzdz.
A natural null basis for the tangent space of S is
while the unit normal is easily computed to be
Computing the second fundamental form components on the null frame Proposition 2. For the surface t = 0 we have
Proof. By definitions (1)
Computing the Christoffel symbols Γij k of g and using equations (4) and (5) this reduces to the stated quantities.
We are now in a position to construct metrics and surfaces with isolated umbilic points of any index. First fix m, n ∈ N and choose 0 < r 0 < r 1 < 1. For λ > 0 define the function β : This metric is Riemannian so long as λ < 1 by Proposition 1 and the fact that
Now for the plane t = 0 the second fundamental form component σ in the neighbourhood of the origin is computed by substituting β = λz nzm in the first of equations (6) yielding
Thus the origin z = 0 is an isolated umbilic point of index k = (n − m + 1)/2. This establishes condition (A1) for suitable choice of n and m. The construction so far has yielded a metric that can be made C 0 close to the flat metric at each point by choosing λ small enough, since by equations (3) and (7) |g
To extend this to an L 2 estimate, introduce a further bump function Ψ : R → R in the metric so that
where β : R 2 → C is the smooth function above and
for ǫ/4 ≤ |t| ≤ ǫ/2 0 for ǫ/2 ≤ |t| , f (t) being a smooth bump function with 0 ≤ f (t) ≤ 1. The L 2 difference between the flat metric and this bumped metric is
Thus choosing λ < 1/ √ 2π ensures that condition (B1) holds.
Convex spheres with a single umbilic point
In this section we prove Theorem 2 by showing that there exist near-Euclidean Riemannian metrics containing smooth strictly convex topological 2-spheres with a single umbilic point.
That is, for all ǫ > 0, there exists a smooth Riemannian metric g on R 3 and a smooth strictly convex 2-sphere S ⊂ R 3 such that (A2) S has a single umbilic point, (B2) g − g 0 2 ≤ ǫ.
thus showing that Caratheodory's Conjecture need not hold for non-flat metrics. Consider R 3 with standard spherical polar coordinates (R, θ, φ) about the north pole. Introduce the complex coordinate ξ = tan(θ/2)e iφ on the sphere minus the south pole.
The Euclidean metric g 0 in coordinates (R, ξ,ξ) is
Consider the following metric g
where β : S 2 → C. To extend this over the whole 2-sphere, change coordinates to the antipodal coordinates on the 2-sphere by
and follow through the metric coordinate change. One finds that the metric retains the same form with
This metric has the following properties:
Proposition 3. The metric g is Riemannian iff |β| 2 < 1, while β = 0 is the flat Euclidean metric. The L 2 -distance of g to g 0 is
Proof. A computation shows that detg = 4R 4 (1 − ββ)
which implies the first statement. The proof of the second statement is similar to the proof of the analogous statement in Proposition 1:
Now consider the sphere S in R 3 given by R = R 0 > 0. Clearly the metric g restricted to this surface is round. Thus the natural orthonormal basis for the tangent space is
while the unit normal is computed to be
Computing the second fundamental form components on the null frame Proposition 4. For the surface R = R 0 the second fundamental form components on the null frame are σ = 1
Proof. By definitions (1) and equations (11) and (12) we find the quantities as stated.
We are now in a position to construct the metric and 2-sphere with a single umbilic point. For λ > 0 define the function β : S 2 → C by
It is easy to prove that
so by Proposition 3 the metric is Riemannian so long as
For the 2-sphere R = R 0 , the second fundamental form components are
where ξ = |ξ|e iθ . There are no umbilic points for finite values of ξ. Thus the only umbilic point is at the south pole |ξ| → ∞. To understand the point at the south pole, change coordinates to the antipodal coordinates on the sphere as above and compute
which gives a smooth isolated umbilic at ξ ′ = 0 of index 2. To see that S is strictly convex, consider the determinant of the second fundamental form
and note that it is positive for λ < 1. This establishes condition (A2). The construction so far has yielded a metric that can be made C 0 close to the flat metric at each point by choosing λ small enough, since
where Ψ is similar to the function earlier, but now radial and centred at R = R 0 :
The L 2 difference between the flat metric and this bumped metric is
Thus choosing
, ensures that condition (B2) holds.
Appendix A. Computer Code for Theorem 1
Below is the REDUCE computer algebra code to check the calculations in the proof of Theorem 1 -the code for the proof of Theorem 2 appears in the Appendix B. Note that
• Indices run through 0,1,2, • Tensors are indicated by "d" and"u" for lower and upper indices e.g.
• Complex conjugated quantities are denoted with a "b" e.g. sig ↔ σ and sigb ↔σ • All tests should yield zero. %********************************************************************** % % Umbilic of arbitrarily large index % %********************************************************************** on gcd; gdd(ii,kk)*Unu(kk)*unu(jj)$ %Second fundamental form array sdu(2,2),s1du(2,2),Aadd(2,2)$ for ii:=0:2 do for jj:=0:2 do S1du(ii,jj):=df(Unu(jj),y(ii))+for kk:=0:2 sum chrisddu(ii,kk,jj)*Unu(kk)$ for ii:=0:2 do for jj:=0:2 do Sdu(ii,jj):=for kk:=0:2 sum for ll:=0:2 sum -prdu(ii,kk)*prdu(ll,jj)*S1du(kk,ll)$ for ii:=0:2 do for jj:=0:2 do Aadd(ii,jj):=for kk:=0:2 sum gdd(jj,kk)*Sdu(ii,kk) +gdd(ii,kk)*Sdu(jj,kk)$ for kk:=0:2 do write test6a(kk):=for ii:=0:2 sum aadd(ii,kk)*unu(ii); %The Orthonormal frame array Edu(2,2)$ Edu(1,0):=1$ Edu(1,1):=1$ Edu(2,0):=i$ Edu(2,1):=-i$ %Null frame array epu(2),emu(2)$ for ii:=0:2 do epu(ii):=(edu(1,ii)-i*edu(2,ii))/sqrt(2)$ for ii:=0:2 do emu(ii):=(edu(1,ii)+i*edu(2,ii))/sqrt(2)$ % Tests of the frames test1:=for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum gdd(ii,jj)*Edu(1,ii)*UNu(jj); test2:=for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum gdd(ii,jj)*Edu(2,ii)*UNu(jj); test3:=for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum gdd(ii,jj)*Edu(1,ii)*Edu(2,jj); test4:=1-for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum gdd(ii,jj)*Edu(1,ii)*Edu(1,jj); test5:=1-for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum gdd(ii,jj)*Edu(2,ii)*Edu(2,jj); test3a:=for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum gdd(ii,jj)*Epu(ii)*Epu(jj); test4a:=1-for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum gdd(ii,jj)*Epu(ii)*Emu(jj); test5a:=for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum gdd(ii,jj)*Emu(ii)*Emu(jj); %Spin Coefficients sig:=for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum aadd(ii,jj)*Epu(ii)*Epu(jj)$ sigb:=for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum aadd(ii,jj)*Emu(ii)*Emu(jj)$ rho:=for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum aadd(ii,jj)*Emu(ii)*Epu(jj)$ testeqn6a:=sig-2*df(beb,z)/sqrt(1-be*beb); testeqn6ab:=sigb-2*df(be,zb)/sqrt(1-be*beb); testeqn6b:=rho-(df(be,z)+df(beb,zb))/sqrt(1-be*beb); %Counter-examples of Hamburger's umbilic index bound be:=lam*z**n*zb**m$ beb:=lam*zb**n*z**m$ testeqn8:=sig-2*m*lam*z**(m-1)*zb**n/sqrt(1-lam**2*z**(m+n)*zb**(m+n)); gdd(ii,kk)*Unu(kk)*unu(jj)$ %Second fundamental form array sdu(2,2),s1du(2,2),Aadd(2,2)$ for ii:=0:2 do for jj:=0:2 do S1du(ii,jj):=df(Unu(jj),y(ii))+for kk:=0:2 sum chrisddu(ii,kk,jj)*Unu(kk)$ for ii:=0:2 do for jj:=0:2 do Sdu(ii,jj):=for kk:=0:2 sum for ll:=0:2 sum -prdu(ii,kk)*prdu(ll,jj)*S1du(kk,ll)$ for ii:=0:2 do for jj:=0:2 do Aadd(ii,jj):=for kk:=0:2 sum gdd(jj,kk)*Sdu(ii,kk) +gdd(ii,kk)*Sdu(jj,kk)$ for kk:=0:2 do write test6a(kk):=for ii:=0:2 sum aadd(ii,kk)*unu(ii);
%The Orthonormal Frame array Edu(2,2)$ Edu(1,0):=(1+xi*xib)/(2*r0)$ Edu(1,1):=(1+xi*xib)/(2*r0)$ Edu(2,0):=(1+xi*xib)*i/(2*r0)$ Edu(2,1):=-(1+xi*xib)*i/(2*r0)$ %Null frame array epu(2),emu(2)$ for ii:=0:2 do epu(ii):=(edu(1,ii)-i*edu(2,ii))/sqrt(2)$ for ii:=0:2 do emu(ii):=(edu(1,ii)+i*edu(2,ii))/sqrt(2)$ % Test of the frames test1:=for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum gdd(ii,jj)*Edu(1,ii)*UNu(jj); test2:=for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum gdd(ii,jj)*Edu(2,ii)*UNu(jj); test3:=for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum gdd(ii,jj)*Edu(1,ii)*Edu(2,jj); test4:=1-for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum gdd(ii,jj)*Edu(1,ii)*Edu(1,jj); test5:=1-for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum gdd(ii,jj)*Edu(2,ii)*Edu(2,jj); test3a:=for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum gdd(ii,jj)*Epu(ii)*Epu(jj); test4a:=1-for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum gdd(ii,jj)*Epu(ii)*Emu(jj); test5a:=for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum gdd(ii,jj)*Emu(ii)*Emu(jj); %Spin Coefficients sig:=for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum aadd(ii,jj)*Epu(ii)*Epu(jj)$ sigb:=for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum aadd(ii,jj)*Emu(ii)*Emu(jj)$ rho:=for ii:=0:2 sum for jj:=0:2 sum aadd(ii,jj)*Emu(ii)*Epu(jj)$ kap:=rho**2-sig*sigb$ testeqn13:=sig-df((1+xi*xib)*beb,xi)/(r0*sqrt(1-be*beb)); testeqn13b:=sigb-df((1+xi*xib)*be,xib)/(r0*sqrt(1-be*beb)); testeqn14:=r+(4-(1+xi*xib)**2*(df(be/(1+xi*xib),xi)+df(beb/(1+xi*xib),xib))) /(2*r0*sqrt(1-be*beb));
%Counter-examples to the Caratheodory Conjecture %Umbilic free disc be:=lam*xib/(1+xi*xib)**2$ beb:=lam*xi/(1+xi*xib)**2$ testeqn15a:=sig-lam/(R0*sqrt((1+xi*xib)**4-lam**2*xi*xib)); testeqn15ab:=sigb-lam/(R0*sqrt((1+xi*xib)**4-lam**2*xi*xib)); testeqn15b:=rho+(2*(1+xi*xib)**2+3*lam*(xi**2+xib**2)/2) /(R0*sqrt((1+xi*xib)**4-lam**2*xi*xib)); testeqn17:=kap -((2*(1+xi*xib)**2+lam*(1+3*(xi**2+xib**2)/2))* (2*(1+xi*xib)**2-lam*(1-3*(xi**2+xib**2)/2))/ (R0**2*((1+xi*xib)**4-lam**2*xi*xib)));
%Dual Dipole at infinity be:=-lam*xi**3/(1+xi*xib)**2$ beb:=-lam*xib**3/(1+xi*xib)**2$ testeqn16b:=sig-lam*xib**4 /(R0*sqrt((1+xi*xib)**4-lam**2*xi**3*xib**3));
